
Protect the Investment You Made in Solar
Solar-Log® Solar Plant Performance Monitoring
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Solar-Log WEB Enerest™ 

Keeping a Watchful Eye on Your Solar Plant  

Solar-Log WEB Enerest™ is a professional online platform for the efficient monitoring and administration 

of solar plants. Plants that are not monitored can realize a significant loss in power production, which 

negatively impacts financial return.  A service agreement with a solar provider, plus reliable Solar-Log® 

monitoring, is the best way to ensure that the system is functioning, protecting your plant against power 

loss.

Solar-Log WEB Enerest™: Available features and functionality 
differ between subscription levels. Talk to your solar provider to 

find out which best suits your needs.  

Maximize Energy Production

Solar-Log® sends immediate notifications when 

there is an error with one of your inverters or 

panels. Immediate detection means your solar 

provider can react quickly and correct the issue as 

soon as possible. 

Hassle-free Service

Solar-Log® offers remote configuration and many 

issues can be corrected without having to visit the 

site. That means less interruption for you. 

Energy Usage Monitoring 

Solar-Log’s consumption monitoring provides 

valuable insight into building usage. Once you 

understand how electricity is being used, you can 

adjust to lower electricity costs.  

Production Forecast 

Reference values predict how much energy your 

plant is expected to produce. If your plant is 

producing less than expected, the issue will be 

detected by Solar-Log®.

 

Tailored Reports 

Receive automatic emails with daily, weekly, 

monthly, or yearly production values, so you are 

always informed about your plant’s performance. 



 

Showcase Your Solar Plant

The Solar-Log WEB Enerest™ Dashboard is a great way to publicly showcase your contribution to environmental 

sustainability. The Solar-Log® Dashboard is available with Solar-Log WEB Enerest™ L and XL and provides a dynamic 

display of important plant information such as energy yield, CO2 savings, and financial earnings. 

View Current and Historical Power Production

Visualize your solar plant production information with easy-to-read charts and graphs. View daily, monthly, and 

yearly solar power production.
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Solar Plant Data in the Palm of Your Hand 
View how much power your plant is producing on the Solar-Log WEB Enerest™ app, available with Solar-Log WEB Enerest™ 

L and XL, on Apple and Android devices.  

Since Solar-Log® is monitoring my solar plant, I can sit back and relax, 
knowing my installer can remotely monitor status messages in real-
time.”

Solar plant owner, G. Neumann


